Advancing digitalization in the EAEU

> Department for Customs Tariff and Non-Tariff Regulation
Digital Marking – How it Works

1. Manufacturer places DM Code on goods
2. Each product movement or stop is traced
3. In shop DM is scanned and product is placed on shelf
4. On the cashier product is «withdraw from circulation»
5. All info can be checked in App
Marked products

Marking has been introduced:
- shoes
- light industry products
- fur products
- dairy products
- perfumes
- pharmaceuticals
- electronic cigarettes and similar electric vaporizing devices
- tires
- laptops and mobile phones
- cameras
- packaged drinking water
- non-alcoholic beverage and juices

Marking is planned to be introduced:
- medical devices
- Wheelchairs
- dietary supplements
- Caviar
- bicycles and bicycle frames
Changes to the Customs Code of the EAEU

New category: e-commerce goods
New institute: cross-border e-commerce operator
New declaration: declaration for e-commerce goods
New option: e-commerce via “bonded warehouse”
New customs duty: single e-commerce custom duty

Paperless flow of goods information

Buyer → Marketplace → Seller → E-commerce Operator → Customs Authority
Modalities of the e-Commerce Agreement in the EAEU

- Principles and conditions of functioning of the e-commerce single market
- E-commerce participants protection
- Basic rules of e-commerce
- Regulation of data turnover

- Digital payment support
  - Non-cash payment
  - Use of national digital payment systems
  - Use of electronic documents in e-commerce
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